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// /.s of great importance thai the general public be given the
<>li/>t>rtunity to experience, consciously and intelligently, the efforts and
f aults of scientific research. It is not sufficient thai each result be
hJ:cn up, elaborated, and applied by a few specialists in the field.
Hrxiricting the body of knowledge to a small group deadens the
philosophical spirit of a people and leads to spiritual poverty.
— A L B E R T EINSTEIN

VI> bigger in the mass of the body than the thumb of a man,
lhi- l*urusha, the Spirit within, is seated for ever in the
lii ti/ t of all creatures.
—FROM THE UPANISHADS

PROLOGUE

Invitation from a White Whale

I'HK T H E P A S T S E V E R A L Y E A R S I H A V E B E E N E X P O S E D T O A V A S T

iinount of information about whales and dolphins. A network of
HI Ionizations such as Save the Whales, Greenpeace, Dolphin
Kmhassy, etc., has formed across the country. People everywhere
inr interested in what they sense are joyful beings, and they want
i<» know more about them. They come to my husband, John
I illv, for advice and information because he was the first person
li> propose that dolphins are as intelligent as men, but in a
I range and watery way. His conclusions, after twenty years of
original scientific work, have reached the public. We are no longer
ii unique and lonely species. The dolphins too are intelligent. This
I was demonstrated to me in a deeply moving experience at a
M-earch institute in San Diego.
We had recently formed the Human/Dolphin Foundation—a
ni w organization to help in our efforts to communicate with
•lulphins. But I was also seeking a more personal participation in
i In' achievement of this goal, which is, to me, the most exciting
mill important undertaking of our time. Consequently, when we
ucic invited to visit a recently built research institute by its di-
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rector, Bill Evans, John's colleague and friend, I felt it might afford me the opportunity I was seeking.
As we passed through the facilities, we were impressed with the
youthful vitality exhibited by both humans and dolphins. Bill
was excited about the possibilities of educating both, and his
enthusiasm was complemented by his vast knowledge about
cetaceans. We were nearing the end of our tour when Bill
suggested we visit the beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas), or
"the canaries of the sea," as the whalers of the last century called
them. He led us up a stairway through a large door and down a
hallway to the top of an enormous tank. Suddenly, I was looking
down at one of the most unusual beings I had ever seen in my life.
The beluga whale looked like Caspar the Friendly Ghost—pure
white with a flexible neck and a mobile facial expression.
I had the feeling I was perceiving, and being perceived by, an
immense presence. I was simultaneously speechless and trying to
absorb a vast amount of information that I was unable to fit into
adequate patterns of past experience. It somehow transcended
the human experience, going deeply into unknown mysteries.
There were a few eternal moments of recognition . . . the
frequency between us was like a brightly lighted tunnel of
happiness. Everything else around me dimmed in the white light
that soothed and pervaded my very essence.
I vaguely remember walking through the rest of the laboratory.
Before leaving, I asked Bill if I could come back and swim with
the whales.
Life went on with a very full schedule, and in the midst of it I
found myself often thinking of the whales. But it wasn't until I
talked to my friend, Paul Gaer, that another visit to the belugas
became a reality. Paul is a writer and photographer and was
intrigued with the adventure I had planned. We are old friends
who have shared interests for a long time.
Before I knew it, we were on a plane and I was in a dressing
room at the institute changing into a wet suit preparatory to my
rendezvous with the whales. I slipped into the icy water, feeling I
was entering alien territory—their territory. I was afraid and the
adrenaline shot through me as I turned uneasily trying to keep
the circling whales in my line of vision. The sheer size (about
twelve feel and eight hundred pounds) and power of the animals
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in I lie water compared to my small, fragile, and inadequate self
iM-ic quite sobering. My fear seemed to be sensed and accommo• 1.11«-<I by the whales, and it soon disappeared when I realized how
iMicately aware of me my new friends were. I could sense their
unar scanning me. I tried making sounds under water; they
immediately swam within two feet of me and made new sounds.
Wr played for fifteen minutes, with Paul's camera clicking away,
in I lie background. We were interrupted by a crew who came in to
• In an audiogram, so I had to leave the water. I got out feeling
• lissatisfied, unfulfilled. What it was I expected, I did not know,
lull I somehow could not leave just yet. I lingered by the edge of
I lie lank.
A whale raised her head above the water to peer at me. I looked
iliicc tly into her eyes. Suddenly, she shot a stream of water from
lirr mouth that splashed over my face and shoulders and slowly
ilown over my body. It was a loving touch—an invitation to a
more intimate communication—as sensual an approach as 1 have
rvvr experienced from my own species. Without thinking, I
i np|)ed some water in my hand, brought it into my mouth, and
•liol it back at the beluga. The joy of the next few minutes can
only be described as absurd. I was able to hug and kiss her soft
while skin. This was what I had hoped to experience—I had
< tossed a boundary, a new space opened, I was fulfilled. This
whale's invitation to share her world gave me a glimpse through a
• nsinic crack between species . . . a oneness of all living beings as
i\r will know them someday in the future . . . a place we have
IM CII before and will return to again . . . a peaceful paradise . . . the
peaceable kingdom."
The process of contraction and expansion . . . emerging from a
ilnise pattern of loneliness (interspecies deprivation) to overlap
wilh the whales in a startling new way. I thought of something
lolni had written about his work in the Virgin Islands:
This opening of our minds was a subtle and yet a painful
process. We began to have feelings which I believe are best
i Inscribed by the word "weirdness." The feeling was that we were
up against the edge of a vast uncharted region in which we were
altout to embark with a good deal of mistrust in the appropriateness of our own equipment. The feeling of weirdness came on us as
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I IK* sounds nl' this small whale seemed move and more to
lorming words in our own language. We felt we were in t
presence of Something, or Someone, who was on the other side of
transparent harrier which up to this point we hadn't even see
The dim outlines of a Someone began to appear We l>egan to loo
at this whale's body with newly opened eyes and began to think i
terms of its possible "mental processes," rather than in terms o
the classical view of a conditionable, instinctually functionin
"animal." We began to apologize to one another for slips of t"
tongue in which we would call dolphins "persons" and in which w
liegan to use their names as if they were persons. This seemed to b
as much of a way of grasping at straws of security in a rough sea o
the unknown, as of committing the sin of Science of an
thropomorphizing. If these "animals" have "higher mental processes," then they in turn must be thinking of us as very peculia
(even stupid) beings indeed.
The white ghosts had a sense of curious loving selves, careful o
my vulnerability in their watery environment. They are my sel
living in the ancient, cold sea in which I swam in the dim, distan
past before my cells organized and climbed out onto the land.
That day with them I rejoined my archaic self in the water.
I will go back, I hope, and talk with them with new understanding of my origins and share the breaking of the long
separation of human and cetacean.
ANTONIETTA L.

LILLY

FOREWORD

M A N Y YEARS AGO I FOUND OUT W H E R E JOHN L I L L Y LIVED AND,

uninvited, went to see him. He is a very private man, still he
icccived me and we became friends. In fact, almost as a member
ul his family, I followed the events described in his books Center
<>/ the Cyclone, Deep Self, and, more recently. The Scientist.
Presently I am trying, as best I can, to be of practical assistance
in him through the Human/Dolphin Foundation, which a few of
us established three years ago. This foundation is located in a
high canyon above the Malibu Hills in southern California. It is
near the residence of John Lilly and his wife, Toni.
From time to time Toni and John take off to give a lecture
mid/or workshop or for a social visit; but mostly, for seven days
• •ul of the week, they attend the data that is being accumulated
:IIKI
the blueprints that are being drawn for Project Janus
t Interspecies Communication with Cetaceans).
Adjacent to the Lilly house is a small one-and-a-half-room
laboratory. Here, five days a week, a handful of young scientists,
who have come from different parts of the United States and
("anada, work, without pay, under Lilly's supervision. Their job is
in coordinate the software and the hardware, or, more simply, to
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work on the various computers, hydrophones, and calculating
paraphernalia that the foundation has purchased (which you will
read about in this book), and to prepare the results for scientific
testing.
One feels privileged to be in the vicinity of this activity. The
word is out that important steps are being taken, and, indeed,
important people come and go. The implications of a possible
breakthrough in establishing communication with an alien species whose brain size is larger than our own (whether on this
planet or another) are enormous, and the consequences of finally
ending what has been called the "long loneliness of man" on this
earth, in our time, would, of course, be epic.
What it amounts to is that we are in a race to speak to the
whales and dolphins before they are destroyed. Like a Greek
drama the tension is great and the outcome is uncertain.
This book is a description of certain strategies being formed
and specific steps being taken to bring about an affirmative
ending to the drama.
Communication between Man and Dolphin is a book only John
could write. We who, with admiration and love have followed the
man's extraordinary search, have been waiting for its publication
for a long time.
The late John Steinbeck wrote in The Sea of Cortez: "It is a
good thing for a man to look down at the tide-pools, then up to
the stars, then back to the tide-pools again."
John Lilly has put it another way, and it was this statement
that drew many of us to him: "In the province of the mind, what
one believes to be true either is true or becomes true within
certain limits. These limits are found to be beliefs to be
transcended."
BURGESS

MEREDITH

IN I 9 5 5 I B E G A N SCIENTIFIC R E S E A R C H WITH T H E BOTTI.E-NOKKI)

dolphin, Tursiops truncatus. In 1968 this research program was
terminated. In the intervening years, several major discoveries
nlxiut dolphins were made.
1' ioin 1968 to 1976 my efforts were put into research on myself
mid other humans. This work was subsequently published in
depth in a book.* During the completion of this work I reviewed
l he dolphin research literature from 1968 to 1976. I found that
pi.K lically no research based on the 1955-1968 work had been
ilnnr along the lines of communication between dolphins and
Iminaiis and among dolphins themselves.
I constructed a bibliography of the work from 1968 to 1976
• lime hv others. Eventually I hope to publish this bibliography.
This review of the literature convinced me that it was timely
li»i me to resume my research with the dolphins. In preparation
lor lliis, 1 reviewed all the papers and books that I had written on
• lulin ('. l.illv, M.I)., The Deep Self: Profound Relaxation and the Tank Isolation
/.. hnufuv (New York: Simon & Schuster. 1977).
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the subject. This review appears in the Annotated Bibliography
of this book.
With my wife, Toni, and our friends, Burgess Meredith and
Victor Di Suvero, we established the Human/Dolphin Foundation in Malibu, California. The aims of the foundation are to
support research and education leading to communication between man and the cetaceans by new electronic and computer
methods. The basic considerations leading to this proposal are
given in this book.
Insofar as is possible this book should be self-supporting, i.e.,
for those interested in the field of interspecies sonic communication; for anyone interested in more detailed information about
the origins and development of this project, I have provided an
Annotated Bibliography.
Since the research program terminated in 1968 I have not
ceased thinking about the dolphins and the problems of interspecies communication. In recent years I have written several
papers that are included in this book ("The Rights of Cetaceans
under Human Laws," "The Cetacean Brain," "Languages Alternative to Those of the Human," "The Dolphins Revisited"). In
this book there is a special chapter of projections into the future,
and I call attention to a special chapter at the end of another
book, The Scientist* including two scenarios describing future
relationships between cetaceans and humans. One of these
scenarios is a pessimistic account of the demise of all of the
cetaceans and probably the humans as well. The other scenario is
frankly optimistic, postulating a breakthrough in interspecies
communication research leading to complete communication
between man and the cetaceans by means of computer aids.
I have incorporated the proposal for support of the interspecies
communication program in the Appendix to this book. This
proposal summarizes the present position of communication
research and the scientific bases for assuming that there will be
success with the program. In the Addendum (also included in the
Appendix) there is a summary of progress to date including the
raising of funds sufficient to furnish a computer and the peripheral apparatus for the computer.
* John C. Lilly. M.D., The Scientist: A /Voce/ Autobiography (Philadelphia: Lippincott,
1978).
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In 1977 Ms. Georgia Tanner joined the board of the Human/
I (ulphin Foundation and has furnished the financial wherewithal
lui (he completion of the apparatus needed to initiate this
I ogram.
In July 1977 Dennis Kastner joined the Human/Dolphin
I nundation. He is an expert in the hardware and software for
IIIM rocomputers and minicomputers. He has had extensive background in human communication and human communication
v-lems in Canada. Gratitude is expressed to him, Paule Jean,
Iliad Weigle, and Linda Dias for continued help in the Foundaliini work.
I wish to express mv appreciation for the selfless help provided
li\ mv wife, Toni Lilly, Burgess Meredith, Ms. Georgia Tanner,
I oin Wilkes, Victor Di Suvero, Alexandra Hubbard, Louis Marx,
II . Arthur and Prue Ceppos, John Brockman, Dr. William
l\ans, Gregory Bateson, Dr. Kenneth Norris, Dr. Peter J.
Morgane, Dr. Willard F. McFarland, Dr. Eugene Nagel, Dr. Paul
\;ikovlev, Dr. Sidney Galler, Dr. Orr Reynolds, Dr. Hudson
I loagland, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Worden, Milton Shedd, Frank
Powell, Jr., Dr. Henry Trubv, Ms. Alice M. Miller. Dr. Robert
Livingston, Christopher Wells, Dr. Harvey Savely, Dr. David
I'vler, Ms. Margaret Howe Lovatt, Scott McVay, Dr. Helen
M« Farland, Ms. Jane Sullivan, the late Dr. William McLean and
I lie late Dr. Wayne Batteau, and Jean Knights and John and
I h-nise Perry.
A rhronological list of discoveries about dolphins by the author
IIIII his co-workers from 1955 to 1976 follows; the literature
u'lcrred to is in the Annotated Bibliography in the Appendix.

C H R O N O L O G I C A L L I S T OF D I S C O V E R I E S A B O U T D O L P H I N S
1st published
account, reference *

Date

Discovery

1955
1955

Voluntary respiration
Anesthesia lethal without
respiratory aides
First respirator and first
demonstration of successful
anesthesia
Brain size established
Ability to control reactions to
negative reinforcement
Ability to demand positive
reinforcement through voicing
control
Distress call
Voluntary erection of penis in male
dolphin
Dolphin voices to demand start / s t o p
reinforcement
Dolphin matches human voice
Ability to learn human speech
sounds: counting
Close wet contact man/dolphin
leads to learning
Critical brain size for control of
voice for symbolic use
Reprograniming abilities in sonic
mode: burst count matching
Sonic exchanges of dolphins
Silent areas all parietal and larger
than man's
First automatic respirator
Biocomputer theory and practice
(extensions of learning theory)
[>?D-25 abolishes avoidance
behavior and increases
vocalization index
Stereophonat ion
Sonic sources: three: 2 nasal, I
laryngeal
Newtonian rotatory limits
determine body/head size for
large brains evolution and
survival

1955

1955
1957
1957

1957
1957
1957
1957
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961
(1957) 1963
1964
1964
1964

1965
1965
1976

1961:4
1961:4

1961:4
1961:3
1962:5

1962:5
1963:11
1966:19
1962:5
1962:5
1962:9; 196fl:33
1961:4
1961:4; 1963:10
1965:18
1961:3
1971:36
1964:14
1966:22; 19<iK:30,37,38

1967:24
1967:27
1967:27,28

1977:Intro. and Chap. 5

* Note: The reference numbers refer t« the Annotated Bibliography in this book.
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INTRODUCTION

IN 1I1IS BOOK I I N V I T E YOU T O E N T E R T A I N S O M E N E W B E L I E F S
IIMHII dolphins. Many of the young new generation believe as I
ili>. many do not so believe. Here we give the basis for these
IH IICIS—experience, experiment, and deductions therefrom.
\s l lie accumulated facts about the structure of the brains
oiul of the behavior of the Cetacea have become integrated,
heliel's about them have been constructed and realized quite
to those held by many biologists and many keepers of
<l<>||»|iins and whales in oceanaria. In brief, this new belief
< I , i n n s : these Cetacea with huge brains are more intelligent
than tuiy man or woman. The old beliefs have been based upon
i|'.Moiaii(-e and lack of direct personal experience with dolphins
I whales.
In (lie past mankind's beliefs led to clashes about politics,
nboiil territory, about religion, about the law, about
n I.ii K i n s h i p s between man and woman. The new beliefs about
i lie (Vlacea lead to problems—personal, political, and social in
HIIIII ion to scientific.
Man is changing the planet. He has a history of killing off all
<•1 i be large mammals of the land. The large mammals of North

1
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America were extinguished by man. The African species are
being decimated by the encroachment of man upon their
territories. In the seas the pelagic mammals are being critically
depleted as man invades their territories and hauls their bodies
ashore for his purposes.
In the past (before 1965) I felt that the scientific viewpoint of
total objectivity, of the noninvolved scientific observer, was the
be-all and end-all for one's life. I am no longer convinced that
such a dispassionate noninvolved view of ecology will ever work.
A scientist who fails to assume social responsibility, the
feedback from all other members of his species, is not taking the
responsibility of being a human being beyond a limited selfserving role in society. Involvement and participation are
absolutely essential for understanding and for survival of self
and of one's own species.
We need a new ethic, new laws based on those ethics which
punish human beings for encroachment on the life-styles and
the territory of other species with brains comparable to and
larger than ours. We need modifications of our laws so that the
Cetacea can no longer become the property of individuals,
corporations, or governments. Even as the respect for human
individuals is growing in our law, so must the respect for
individual whales, dolphins, and porpoises.
The explosive-propelled and exploding harpoon, entering the
flesh of the whale and causing it to emit great quantities of
blood from his blowhole, is a recurrent nightmare for more and
more humans. The death cries of whales are heard around the
world under water and are ignored by those who cause them.
Those who believe that they are killing to provide huge
reservoirs of flesh for industrial use rather than killing the
largest, most sophisticated brains on the planet, somehow must
change their beliefs; their killing must be prevented by giving
the cetaceans the same legal protections as humans.
Those who catch and imprison dolphins must modify what
they are doing to allow more communication between the
imprisoned dolphins and their families and friends in the sea. If
any dolphins and whales are to be kept captive, their captivity
should be for only an agreed-upon, limited time, after which
tliev should be released to their natural habitat to communicate

